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community garden, 2016
installation,  120x70x20 cm

A previous work (Suprematist weapon) re-installing as flower stand.

Retro, 2016
object, 35x32x4 cm

modified ready made, LED, microswitch, paint



Supremacy 1, 2016
object (radiator), 80x52x10 cm

painted sheet metal, hot plates, steel, heatpipe

There are not visible heet pipes inside the radiator, what formed an acronym. 
After switching on the hot plate, when the heat pipes are  hot, thermal camera 
will be shown the acronym: GDP (gross domestic product).
One piece of the exhibition entitled Supremacy



Supremacy 4, 2016
object (radiator), 68x52x10 cm

painted sheet metal, iron, steel, heatpipe

There are not visible heet pipes inside the radiator, what formed an acronym. 
After switching on the iron, when the heat pipes are  hot, thermal camera will be 
shown the acronym: CO2.
One piece of the exhibition entitled Supremacy



Supremacy 3, 2016
object (radiator), 95x52x10 cm

painted sheet metal, contact grill, steel, heatpipe

There are not visible heet pipes inside the radiator, 
what formed an acronym. After switching on the 
contact grill, when the heat pipes are  hot, thermal 
camera will be shown the acronym: UDHR (univer-
sal declaration of human rights).
One piece of the exhibition entitled Supremacy



Supremacy 2, 2016
object (radiator), 80x64x10 cm

painted sheet metal, hot plates, steel, heatpipe

There are not visible heet pipes inside the radiator, what formed an acronym. 
After switching on the hot plate, when the heat pipes are  hot, thermal camera 
will be shown the acronym: HIPC (heavily indebted poor countries).
One piece of the exhibition entitled Supremacy
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Iron globe, 2014
installation, 120x120x150 cm
steel wire, halogen bulb, indoor plants

Globe-shaped planter in the middle of a high-performance halogen bulbs. The bright light is projected on the environment of the globe shadow.



Triptych, 2014 (photo: György Orbán)
installation, 3 pieces, 55x95x6 cm /p.
EUR pallet, plexiglas, wood frame, LED strip, electronics

Three window-shaped light-box, exploded EUR pallets "boarded". The decking read: KGB or RGB's. The random rhythm lights flashing and change the brightness.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3kiOviJsurw



Supremacy (suprematist weapon), 2014 (photo: György Orbán)
installation, 120x60x30 cm
wood, bar Clamps, EUR pallet



Power is over, 2015
installation

 
hot plate, power cord, electric terminal, sausage sticks



Real fake (obskurus), 2014
installation

fluorescent lamps,  curved wire

No return (obskure), 2014
installation

 
waste tires, screws



Solution, 2012
installation, 8x2,2x1 m

chain made of worn-out car tires



Wood Destroyer, 2012
heat & lightbox, 123x36x43 cm

a working wood-fired iron stove made of used engine block

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1YGwE3YLGk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4rCq1Mef9I



Hot Tower I-II., 2009 
hot plates with heatpipe based cooling systems

For the components of recent computer technology  (which are the bases for the computer 
information systems) the adequate cooling is essential. Nowadays the heatpipe based cooling is the 
most  widespread in the world. In the project two hot- plates with cooling systems have been built 
with the help of Guntner AG, Tata (Gyula Domján) and the Department of Energetic Equipment and 
Systems, University of Technology (Sándor Könczöl). 
The hot-plates with heatpipe based cooling systems take the shapes of two skyscrapers in New 
York: the Empire State Building and the Chrysler Building. The cooling systems are heatpipe based, 
their capacity is enough to conduct the heat of the hot plates with the performance of 1,5 KW. 
Regarding their fundamental  function, these monstrous cooling systems are pointless but their 
additional function, the conduction of the heat can be used up. The hot plate-coolers raise social 
concerns like damage environmental pollution, problems of the consumer society and the tension 
resulting from the unequal distribution of wealth.



Hot Tower I-II., 2009
 
hot plates with heatpipe based cooling systems



Stealth Aircraft, First Form 3., 2008 
installation, 160x700x500 cm
plastic foil, wood, EUR pallet, a project with Gyula Domián

The top of the means of defense systems of the first world are the Stealth aircraft. The meaning of their invisibility is the increase of their hitting-power. The marginalized groups of the society are 
outside of its border and use the junk to build. Their colonies are outlaw and hidden- because nobody wants to notice them though they are visible. The modelling of one of the most effective weapon 
by the recycling technique of the homeless people presents a paradox: this society can make homeless the whole humanity.



First Form 1-2., 2006-2007
installation, 140x240x50 cm
plastic foil, carton, wood, a project with Gyula Domián

Formula 1 is on of the biggest industries, the developing environment of car industry, where the cars are not used for any transport. The car manufacture and trade habving multinational interests 
are the most environmentally destructive industry among all the fake needs of the consumer society. The posession of a car, the private space of locomotion, provides the passenger or the luxury 
homeless with the security and familiarity of home. However, the social homeless sliding down to the most vulnerable layer of social networks is forced to give up their private space, excluded to the 
public transport space, most likely condemned to immobility. The homeless’undying desire for the private space embodies in tin shacks built of the junk of the society, excluded to the margins of it.
The appereance of the speed on the forms can be seen first ont the vehicles that help people to change their place (see Virilio: The Aesthetic  of Disappearance) The remaking of the formal specifity 
of the streamlined racing cars by the recycling technique of the homeless represent one of the basic paradox of our society.



Sun of a Beach, 2008, installation, 100x65x8,5cm

From a disctance one can see a frame made of fluorescent lamp in a mirror tunnel; by approaching it a spotlight turns on giving light to the viewer. At the same time the fluorescent lamp turns off 
so the viewer see him- or herself in a mirror tunnel.



Light Collector, 2006
installation, rear-view mirrors, reflector

Nowadays the ecological crisis seems to indicate the limits of industrial increase. The motor industry manufacture more and more cars though the shortage of fuel is more and more ralistic. In the 
cities the endless stream of cars are common sight- noboy can build a city that could keep pace with the growth of manufacturing of cars. The more cars can be found on an area, the more 
important is the rear-view mirror which is an index of the relation to the other during driving a car . The sun/light concentrator made of rear-view mirrors recycles scrap and presents the paradox 
of the motor industry.



Barrels, 2006
installation, C print outdoor banner

In the cultic computer game ’Half-Life 2’ an important element of the sceneries of the unpopulated cities are the barrells that are almost everywhere. In the space of the gallery the objects imitate 
the representation strategies of the 3D sceneries but highlight the strangeness that everything is prepared of two-dimensional surfaces.
If we look at the unfolded textures it is as if a world would be skinned – this experience refers back to the strangeness of our familiar world.



Energy Wood, 2012
lightbox, 59x99x16,5 cm
reflective and darkening films, waterjet cut mirrors, fluorescent lamps

Behind a glass covered with reflexive and darkening films there are mirrors which are placed at an angle of 120 degrees. This produces a 
kaleidoscopic mirroring system. The mirrors are cut out in tree shape by waterjet, behind them fluorescent lamps are shining. The whole 
is built in a wooden box.



The Promised Land, 2012
lightbox, 59x99x16,5 cm
reflective and darkening  films, mirrors, LED spots, LED strip, electric motors,  PVC components

Behind a glass covered with reflective and darkening films there are mirrors placed at an angle of 120 degrees. This produces a kaleidoscopic mirroring system. Behind the mirrors there are electric 
motors moving the parts made of PVC. The whole is built in a TV-shaped wooden box.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=404rYvg7VDU



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8RFWRN4izbQ
Wind Plot, 2012

lightbox, 59x99x16,5 cm
reflective and darkening films, mirrors, LED spots, electric motors,  PVC components

Behind the glass backed with reflective and darkening films there are mirrors placed at an angle of 120 degrees. This produces a kaleidoscopic mirroring system. 
Behind the mirrors there are electric motors moving the parts made of PVC. The whole is built in a TV-shaped wooden box.



Perpetual Spinner, 2012
lightbox, 2 pieces; 62x62x12 cm/p.
reflective and darkening films, mirroring hemispheres, LED strip, worn-out car tires

Behind a glass covered with reflective and darkening films there are mirroring hemispheres. The LED strips placed inside in circle are controlled by a 9-channel electronic system and a kaleidosco-
pic luminous effect is produced. The whole is built in worn-out car tires.



Light Globe, 2011
lightbox, 100x100x7 cm 
reflective and darkening films on glass, mirror, 
flexible LED tube

Between a round glass covered with reflective and 
darkening films and a semicircular mirror there is a 
flexible LED tube whose image is multiplied by the 
mirror tunnel. The mirrors are not parallel with the 
glass which produces the visual effect of a spatial 
hemisphere made of flexible LED tubes.



Light Tent, 2007 
lightbox, 2 db, 126x35x6 cm/db.
reflective and darkening films, mirrors, T8 fluorescent lamps

The object consists of two parts. Between a glass covered with reflective and darkening films 
and a mirror there is a fluorescent lamp whose image is multiplied by the mirror tunnel. The 
mirrors in the boxes are not parallel with the glass which produces an image of a tent made of 
fluorescent lamps.



Alley, 2011
lightbox, 100x80x7 cm
reflective and darkening films on waterjet cut glass, 
mirror, LED strip

Between a tree-shaped glass mounted with reflective and darkening films and a 
mirror there is a LED strip. The whole is built in a special wooden box. The mirror 
tunnel multiplies the image of the light-sources which produces a spatial effect. 
The object, through a picturial ambivalence, represents the contradictory relation of 
the industrial and consumer society to the nature. 
The object uses up those materials which have a more and more important role in the 
creation of the artificial surroundings (the separation of the inner space and the outsi-
de). The artificial surroundings detach people from their natural environment and 
make them independent from the annual and daily cycle (by the artificial lighting 
systems). The ’Alley’ uses a technological metonymy and the metaphory of alley to 
represent the automatized artificiality of the contemporary urban surroundings.



Highway, 1999/2010 
object, 95x20x10 cm, 120x20x10 cm

In front of four rear-view mirrors there is a glass plate on which reflective foil is mounted; 
between the mirrors and the plate there are 4 pairs of LEDs. The mirrors multiply the 
image of the LEDs. The expanded version of the object contains six rear view mirrors and 
was made in 2010. 



Black View on White Walls, 1998
installation, camouflage industrial camera system

Ten enlargements of a photograph of a real camera have been placed – following the composition of 
Malevich’s Black Square – inside shallow aluminium and glass cases. 

"The black square on the white field was the first form in which nonobjective feeling came to be expressed. The square = feeling, the white field = the void beyond this feeling." 
(K. Malevich: The Non-Objective World)

The final code: binary 0:1 – black square on a white field – is the building block of an intuitive universe – the final distinction. Dead line: all codes until now – the end time of the entire domain of 
the mirror stage and the symbolic order, in which everything disappears only to reappear again in the eternal present time of the loss of meaning. In the recoding – digitalization – everything loses 
its form, as the possibility of wholeness, it falls into its fundamental elements – digits, then to be built again and again, as the “cancerous metastasis of its base formula”. (Baudrillard) Fordította: 
Szegedy-Maszák Zsuzsanna



Gesamtkunstwerk 5.1, 2012
installation, 38x32x21 cm, 85x52,5x3 cm, (4x)80x25x15 cm

Home cinema made of black granite
 



Infinite Power, 2012
granite station, 52x36x5 cm, 32,5x27, 5x10 cm 

Playstation 3 made of black granite
 



Granitelight (granite bulb), 2010
object, monolite granite, 6x6x10 cm, 

The bulbs are lathe-turned and made of granite, they fit both for 
the European (E27) and American (A26) standards. Any bulb in a 
household can be replaced by them.



Monstrance 2, 2012
object, 69x28 x20 cm

Monstrance made of worn out computer components (motherboard, heatsinks etc.) In the 
monstrance there is a creditcard and is multiplied by the mirror tunnel (by using reflective 
film).



Monstrance 1, 2011
object, 45x17x17 cm

Monstrance made of worn computer components (motherboard, heatsinks etc). Inside the monstrance there is a SIM card which is multiplied by the mirror tunnel of reflective film.



Babel, 2009
object 45x20,5x20,5 cm
Intel Atom N230, 13 GB HDD -mini ITX

A castle-shaped reliquary made of worn computer components (motherboard, 
heatsink, etc.) in which a working computer can be found (mini ITX). The cooler 
flutters a silk lit by LEDs which produces a view similar to a flame.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lZdeeEnEtw4



Chalice 1, 2011
object, 33,5x21x21 cm

sinks stb.). The inner side is polished and mirrors its surround.



Partition 6, 2010
Partition series, object, 60x38x21 cm

Reliquary made of worn out computer components (motherboard, heatsink, etc.) in which 
there is a pendrive. The mirror tunnel multiplies the image of the pendrive.



Partition 1-2, 2008, 2009
Partition series, object, 53x33,5x20 cm, 60x20x20 cm

Reliquary made of worn out computer components (motherboard, heatsink, etc.) in which there is a pendrive. The mirror tunnel 
multiplies the image of the pendrive.



Out of Range, 2004
installation, 120x75x33 cm és 150x150x25 cm

a pistol covered with reflective film, round glass plate, mirroring hemispheres, 
electronic system, engine of disco ball

Behind a glass covered with reflective and darkening films there are mirroring 
hemispheres. The spotlights placed inside in circle are controlled by a 16-chan-
nel electronic system and a kaleidoscopic luminous effect is produced.

 



Trophy 3, 2007 
object, 55x53x14 cm

The’trophy’ is made of two models of pistol and is covered with a 
wood patterned film and is placed on an oval base. The recognition 
oscillates between the two readings.  



Trophy 1-2, 2004
object, 55x46x14 cm, 55x55x14 cm

The’trophy’ is made of two models of pistol and is covered with a wood patterned film and is placed on an oval base. The recognition oscillates between the two readings.



Wooden Coat (Fakabát), 2005
object, 65x90x5 cm

wood pattern plastic foil


